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Azure Stack HCI delivers innovative new features in the November 2021 update

Executive 
summary

Cloud computing continues to grow in popularity for businesses 
looking to simplify management and scalability. But many of these 
same organizations have also deployed on-premises hyperconverged 
infrastructure (HCI) in their datacenters for a variety of reasons, from 
supporting legacy workloads to meeting regulatory and 
technical requirements.

Microsoft Azure Stack HCI is specifically engineered to help you meet the 
needs of your modern, hybrid datacenter by delivering a comprehensive 
and familiar Azure experience on premises, on your own servers, and with 
your preferred tools. The solution helps future-proof your investment and 
transform your IT processes to the cloud on your own terms.

Specifically, Azure Stack HCI lets you run scalable virtualization on 
premises while taking advantage of connected Azure hybrid services 
for monitoring, scaling, backup, and more. Azure Stack HCI uses 
software-defined storage and networking technologies and virtualization 
based on Microsoft Hyper-V, so you can efficiently run Windows and Linux 
virtual machines (VMs) on premises on a platform that’s managed with 
existing tools, processes, and skillsets, and that’s delivered as an 
Azure subscription service.

By extending on-premises infrastructure to a hybrid environment, 
you gain:

• Offsite backup and disaster recovery

• Centralized update management

• Cloud-based monitoring

• Security and advanced threat protection

• Centralized governance

• Cloud-based updates

And now, with the November 2021 feature update for Azure Stack HCI, 
you can take advantage of new, innovative capabilities to:

• Improve host performance and utilization

• Simplify management with a hybrid-by-design architecture

• Deploy new workloads and enjoy new benefits



Improve host performance and utilization

Azure Stack HCI offers several features to help you improve overall infrastructure utilization while 
enhancing performance for your users.

GPU pools
Graphics processing units (GPUs) are commonly used to accelerate machine learning (ML) and other 
performance-hungry use cases. As a consequence, GPU implementation continues to rise in concert 
with the growth of these demanding workloads. With Azure Stack HCI, VM clusters recognize 
GPUs as a resource. This means that you can now include multiple GPUs in your Azure Stack HCI 
cluster and make use of GPUs to support demanding workloads such as artificial intelligence (AI) 
and ML inferencing at the edge and in virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) scenarios. GPU support 
enhances end-user experiences and allows you to deliver a more consistent, native hybrid workplace 
experience to any user, anywhere. Virtual desktop users can work seamlessly across applications and 
devices, while running resource-intensive multimedia workloads that demand faster response times, 
higher frame rates, and fluid rendering of high-quality images in low-latency environments.
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Figure 1: GPUs enhance end-user experiences and streamline management of hybrid environments



Because VM clusters recognize GPUs as a resource in Azure Stack HCI, assigning a GPU to a VM or a 
cluster of VMs is as simple as attaching a virtual hard disk (VHD).

GPU pools are also easy to manage. You can use Windows Admin Center to assign a GPU resource 
pool to a VM within a cluster. In addition, Windows Admin Center provides predefined dashboards 
offering a centralized view of the status and performance of a cluster and its components, including 
assigned GPUs.

Azure Stack HCI also features enhanced failover support, with the failover cluster managing node 
placement and GPU resources. If a host in your cluster fails, the cluster automatically restarts your 
GPU-assigned VMs on another node with GPU resources.

Enhance experience, utilization, and performance
GPU acceleration with Azure Stack HCI delivers more efficiency, enhanced performance, and 
better outcomes by helping reduce training time and time-to-inference for ML algorithms, and by 
enhancing the responsiveness and interactivity of compute-intensive applications for VDI users.

As a result, GPU pools in Azure Stack HCI can lead directly to more innovative experiences for users 
across a wide range of use cases, including self-driving cars that rely on GPU-powered AI, hybrid 
workplaces that need to support remote employees with low-latency applications, VDI strategies 
that rely on pooled GPU-accelerated VMs, and DevOps infrastructure environments that use pooled 
GPU resources to meet changing needs on demand.

Learn more about how to use GPUs with clustered VMs with Azure Stack HCI.
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/hci/manage/use-gpu-with-clustered-vm


Network ATC intent-based host networking management

Configuring and managing physical and virtual network interface controllers (NICs) across nodes 
and clusters can be challenging, time consuming, and error prone. For example, how do you ensure 
optimal performance and reliability for line-of-business (LOB) applications while wading through 
the complexity inherent in deploying physical adapters, virtual switches, Virtual Machine Multiple 
Queues (VMMQ), and remote direct memory access (RDMA)? How can you verify that all nodes in 
the cluster are the same, ensuring the highest level of reliability? And if something does go wrong 
post-setup, how do you know what settings got changed and how to fix them?

Network ATC, a host-management feature in Azure Stack HCI, addresses these challenges by 
automating the node-configuration process, helping prevent configuration errors during setup, and 
remediating configuration errors introduced after setup.
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Figure 2: Enter one command, and Network ATC automatically launches the configuration tasks required to match your 
requested intent



With Network ATC, IT administrators can make use of intent-based management controls to 
confidently configure host networks using a PowerShell command line (or the Windows Admin 
Center browser-based graphical user interface [GUI]), with the peace of mind that all nodes across 
the cluster are configured as intended. Simply tell Network ATC what intent (goals or outcomes) 
you want to set up, and it automatically handles all the steps required to achieve that intent. Using a 
single command or a simple user interface (UI), the correct configurations are implemented across all 
nodes in the Azure Stack HCI cluster. Network ATC remembers your initial intent, and it monitors for 
and remediates any configuration drift that occurs over time.

If you need to expand an existing Azure Stack HCI cluster, Network ATC recognizes when you deploy 
a new node into the cluster. It automatically gives the new node the intent shared by all the other 
clustered nodes. No additional administrator input is required, and there’s no guesswork about 
what configuration you deployed last. Network ATC also simplifies cluster expansion by allowing 
you to replicate the same intent across multiple clusters. One additional command lets you copy the 
intent from one Azure Stack HCI cluster, include any customizations you wish to add, and apply the 
configuration flawlessly to the next cluster.

Optimize on-premises infrastructures
Network ATC simplifies host configurations, so you do not have to train administrators or 
departments on new, sometimes confusing, setup procedures. Organizations seeking to modernize 
their on-premises infrastructures can help significantly shorten deployment time with outcome-
based, automatically applied host networking configurations. The process also makes it easy 
to migrate from other solutions to reduce complexity and simplify management. Smaller IT 
departments managing remote office and branch office (ROBO) environments now have the same 
worry-free controls over their ROBO on-premises networks that they do with the networks at their 
corporate headquarters. IT administrators can fine-tune their on-premises workloads for optimal 
performance and reliability, knowing that Network ATC has eliminated configuration drift in the 
platforms they run on—even if someone accidentally changes a setting.

With Network ATC, you can spend less time configuring and troubleshooting networking and more 
time boosting business value and productivity.

Learn more about how to simplify host networking with Network ATC.
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/hci/deploy/network-atc


Continuous infrastructure innovation

Microsoft continues to expand the features and functionality available to Azure Stack HCI customers. 
The November 2021 feature update includes several additional innovations to help improve host 
performance and utilization, which are described in the following sections.

Kernel Soft Reboot
Frequently, applying software updates requires rebooting each server across your clusters. When 
the clusters resume, any data written while under maintenance mode still needs to be resynced. The 
longer it takes to reboot a server, the more data must be resynced, and the longer the overall cluster 
update time. Kernel Soft Reboot streamlines reboot performance by minimizing the amount of data 
to be resynced, reducing overall cluster update time. The amount of time saved will be proportional 
to the memory and size of the server, but Kernel Soft Reboot can shorten server restart times by up 
to 10x by bypassing the entire power-on self-test (POST) and pre-boot sequence.1

Learn more about how to use Kernel Soft Reboot.

Dynamic processor compatibility mode
It’s uncommon for organizations to refresh all servers in their clusters at the same time. As a result, 
HCI deployments might consist of a mix of servers with different processor generations in the same 
cluster. With dynamic processor compatibility mode in Azure Stack HCI, you can deploy a mixed 
server configuration with minimal performance degradation. This innovative technology works 
by determining the supported processor features for each individual node in the cluster, and then 
calculating the common denominator across all processors. VMs are configured to use the maximum 
number of features available across all servers in the cluster. This improves performance compared 
to simply defaulting to a minimal, fixed set of processor capabilities.

Learn more about dynamic processor compatibility mode.

Storage thin provisioning
The storage thin provisioning feature in Azure Stack HCI lets you size and allocate Storage Spaces 
Direct data volumes independently of how much physical capacity is installed. This feature provides 
more flexibility for storage when you don’t know exactly how much storage a volume will need in 
advance. As data is added to or removed from the volume, the volume footprint will increase and 
decrease accordingly. Because space is allocated from the storage pool only when needed, volumes 
can be over-provisioned to accommodate anticipated growth.

Learn more about sizing Storage Spaces Direct volumes with storage thin provisioning.
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/hci/manage/kernel-soft-reboot
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/hci/manage/processor-compatibility-mode
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/hci/manage/thin-provisioning


Strong security foundation

Security is a fundamental concern for all organizations today. A single breach has the potential to 
disrupt normal operations and bring your organization to a halt. The sooner that you can detect a 
potential attack, the faster you can mitigate any compromise in security.

The November 2021 feature release for Azure Stack HCI builds on a strong security foundation by 
adding new capabilities, highlighted by Secured-core server.

Secured-core server
The November 2021 feature update for Azure Stack HCI supports new security capabilities as part 
of the Secured-core initiative, which was first introduced with Windows clients as Secured-core PCs. 
Secured-core servers use hardware, firmware, and driver capabilities to enable advanced Windows 
Server security features. The following technologies and capabilities are included in 
Secured-core server:

• TPM 2.0: Trusted Platform Module 2.0 (TPM 2.0) secure crypto-processor chips provide a secure, 
hardware-based store for sensitive cryptographic keys and data, including system-integrity 
measurements. TPM 2.0 can verify that the server has been started with legitimate code and can 
be trusted by subsequent code execution. This is known as a hardware root-of-trust and is used by 
features such as BitLocker Drive Encryption.

• Secure boot: Secure boot is a security standard developed by members of the PC industry to 
help make sure that a device boots using only software that is trusted by the original equipment 
manufacturer (OEM). When the system starts, the firmware checks the signature of each piece of 
boot software, including Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) firmware drivers (also known 
as Option ROMs), Extensible Firmware Interface (EFI) applications, and the operating system. If the 
signatures are valid, the system boots and the firmware gives control to the operating system.

• VBS: Secured-core servers support virtualization-based security (VBS) and hypervisor-based code 
integrity (HVCI). VBS uses hardware virtualization features to create and isolate a secure region of 
memory from the normal operating system, protecting against an entire class of vulnerabilities used in 
cryptocurrency mining attacks. VBS also allows for the use of Credential Guard, where user credentials 
and secrets are stored in a virtual container that the operating system cannot access directly.

• HVCI: HVCI uses VBS to significantly strengthen code integrity policy enforcement, including kernel-
mode integrity, which checks all kernel-mode drivers and binaries in a virtualized environment before 
they are started, preventing unsigned drivers or system files from being loaded into system memory.
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• System Guard Secure Launch: Firmware executes with high privileges and is often invisible to 
traditional antivirus solutions, which has led to a rise in the number of firmware-based attacks. System 
Guard Secure Launch is the first line of defense against exploits that try to take advantage of early-
boot flaws or bugs. Firmware enclaves and built-in silicon instructions allow systems to boot into 
a trusted state by forcing untrusted, exploitable code down a specific and measured path before 
launching into a trusted state. Secured-core server processors support measurement and verification 
of boot processes with Dynamic Root of Trust for Measurement (DRTM) technology.

• Kernel DMA protection: The operating system and the system firmware work together to protect the 
system against malicious and unintended Direct Memory Access (DMA) attacks for all DMA-capable 
devices during the boot process.

Windows Admin Center security controls
New functionality in Windows Admin Center makes it easy to configure the operating system 
security features of Secured-core for Windows Server and Azure Stack HCI systems. New Windows 
Admin Center security functionality lets you enable advanced security with the click of a button from 
a web browser, from anywhere in the world.
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Figure 3: Windows Admin Center lets you easily configure advanced Secured-core server capabilities



You can easily find Azure Stack HCI solutions that support Secured-core server by consulting the 
Azure Stack HCI catalog. Use the Secured-core server feature filter or simply look for the Secured-
core server badge.

Secure connectivity updates
The November 2021 feature update for Azure Stack HCI also provides the following features to help 
ensure secure connectivity:

• HTTPS and TLS 1.3 enabled by default: Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.3 is the latest version of the 
internet’s most deployed security protocol, which encrypts data to provide a secure communication 
channel between two endpoints. HTTPS and TLS 1.3, now enabled by default on Azure Stack HCI 
systems, protect the data of clients connecting to the server. They eliminate obsolete cryptographic 
algorithms, enhance security over older versions, and aim to encrypt as much of the initial 
communication handshake as possible.

• Encrypted DNS name resolution requests with DNS-over-HTTPS: The DNS client in Azure Stack HCI 
supports DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH), which encrypts DNS queries using the HTTPS protocol. This helps 
keep your traffic as private as possible by preventing eavesdropping and manipulation of your 
DNS data.

• SMB AES-256 encryption: Azure Stack HCI now supports AES-256-GCM and AES-256-CCM 
cryptographic suites for Server Message Block (SMB) encryption. Windows will automatically 
negotiate this more advanced cipher method when connecting to another computer that also 
supports it, and it can also be mandated through Group Policy. Windows Server still supports AES-128 
for down-level compatibility. AES-128-GMAC signing now also accelerates signing performance.

• East-West SMB encryption controls for internal cluster communications: Failover clusters now 
support granular control of encrypting and signing intra-node storage communications for Cluster 
Shared Volumes (CSV) and the Storage Bus Layer (SBL). This means that when using Storage Spaces 
Direct, you can decide to encrypt or sign east-west communications within the cluster itself for 
higher security.

• SMB Direct and RDMA encryption: SMB Direct and RDMA supply high-bandwidth, low-latency 
networking fabric for workloads like Storage Spaces Direct, Storage Replica, Hyper-V, Scale-out File 
Server, and SQL Server. SMB Direct in Azure Stack HCI now supports encryption. Previously, enabling 
SMB encryption disabled direct data placement; this was intentional, but it seriously impacted 
performance. Now data is encrypted before placement, leading to far less performance degradation 
while adding AES-128 and AES-256 protected packet privacy.
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• SMB over QUIC: SMB over QUIC updates the SMB 3.1.1 protocol to use the QUIC protocol instead 
of TCP. By using SMB over QUIC along with TLS 1.3, users and applications can securely and reliably 
access data from edge file servers. Mobile and telecommuter users no longer need a virtual private 
network (VPN) to access their file servers over SMB when on Windows.

Azure Security Center
You can also connect your trusted infrastructure to Azure Security Center to access behavioral 
analytics and a reporting tool that can help you respond to changing workloads and threats. Azure 
Security Center is a unified infrastructure-security-management system that can help strengthen 
the security posture of your datacenter and that provides advanced threat protection across your 
hybrid workloads in the cloud and on premises. Azure Security Center provides you with tools to 
assess the security status of your network, protect workloads, raise security alerts, and follow specific 
recommendations to remediate attacks and address future threats.

Azure Stack HCI validated hardware program
Microsoft has partnered with vendors and solution providers to create an Azure Stack HCI validated 
hardware program. Azure Stack HCI validated hardware offers consistent Secure Boot, UEFI, and 
TPM settings out of the box, in order to provide a baseline of assurance for hardware, firmware, and 
operating system hardening against both current and future threats. You can combine this certified 
hardware with VBS to further protect security-sensitive workloads. Learn more about Azure Stack 
HCI validated hardware providers on the Azure Stack HCI solutions website.

Many other built-in features and steps you can take help harden the environment and protect data 
and identities. Learn more about Azure Stack HCI security.

Simplify management with a hybrid-by-design architecture

The November 2021 feature update for Azure Stack HCI brings innovative capabilities to simplify 
cluster monitoring and management, provision and manage VMs, and provide backup and site 
recovery for your hybrid infrastructure.
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Multi-cluster monitoring for Azure Stack HCI (currently in preview2)

In Azure, users can see all resources in the Azure portal and monitor them by using Azure Monitor. 
Now, IT administrators can do the same with Azure Stack HCI.

Azure Stack HCI Insights, a feature of Azure Monitor, consolidates a view of virtualized resources 
under a single pane of glass, so multiple datacenter clusters can be efficiently monitored at the same 
time. This one-view functionality can help solve several challenges and constraints:

• Time-consuming database or special software setups

• Boundary limitations due to a lack of customizability and scalability

• Dependency on a product team to add, remove, or edit desired visualizations and queries

Multi-cluster monitoring with Azure Stack HCI Insights is managed by Azure, which means it will 
always be up to date, with nothing to integrate and no need for database setup or third-party 
software to manage. Azure Stack HCI Insights is also highly scalable, providing the ability to load 
more than 400 cluster information sets at a time across all Azure subscriptions within a tenant, with 
no boundary limits on cluster, domain, or physical location. And Azure Stack HCI Insights is highly 
customizable, allowing you to easily customize specific queries and visualizations.

The user experience (UX) is built on top of Azure Monitor workbook templates, which lets you 
change views and queries, save customizations, and provide options for personal and shared 
workbooks. Charts in workbooks can also be pinned to Azure dashboards.
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Figure 4: Azure Monitor shows information on all your clusters from a single pane of glass
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Distributed datacenters can be consolidated into a single view, rather than requiring time-
consuming clicks into each cluster and subcomponent to check on the health of drives and storage. 
And because Azure already knows of these HCI clusters, there’s no need to add any connections to 
the cluster, thereby saving another step.

With Azure Stack HCI multi-cluster monitoring, your IT staff spends less time configuring and 
monitoring different tools to find the cluster data you need. That frees up more time to spend on 
what really matters to your business: improving operations and business productivity.

Learn more about multi-cluster monitoring with Azure Stack HCI Insights.

Provision and manage VMs from the Azure portal (currently in preview2)
You can now provision and manage VMs running in your Azure Stack HCI cluster directly from the 
Azure portal. This capability provides a consistent UX across the cloud and edge for provisioning and 
managing VMs, because VMs in a cluster will look the same as those in the cloud.

Figure 5: Monitoring Azure Stack HCI VMs from the Azure portal

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/hci/manage/azure-stack-hci-insights
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This feature greatly simplifies and speeds up end-to-end provisioning and management because 
you can connect many HCI clusters into Azure’s control plane, and then provision a VM onto any of 
them—all from the same interface.

You can also use Azure Resource Manager templates to automate VM deployments onto 
Azure Stack HCI—the same way you would in Azure. And you can control which users in your 
Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) environment have access to which VMs on Azure Stack HCI, which 
enables a self-service scenario where users can provision VMs for themselves but can’t access other 
users’ VMs or the underlying fabric.

Learn more about provisioning and managing VMs from the Azure portal by watching the video 
and signing up for the preview.

Azure Backup and Azure Site Recovery
Azure Backup and Azure Site Recovery are now officially supported in Azure Stack HCI.

Host and VM backups
You can perform backups of Azure Stack HCI hosts, including system state, in addition to the VMs 
running on your HCI cluster. The Microsoft Azure Backup Server (MABS) supports the following 
scenarios for backing up Azure Stack HCI VMs:

• Back up and recover system state/bare-metal recovery (BMR) of the Azure Stack HCI host.

• Back up guest VMs in a cluster that has local or direct-attached storage (DAS)—for example, a hard 
drive, a storage area network (SAN) device, or a network-attached storage (NAS) device.

• Back up guest VMs hosted on an Azure Stack HCI cluster with Cluster Shared Volume (CSV) storage.

• Back up VMs that are moved within a stretched/normal cluster. MABS detects the migration and 
backs up the VM from the new cluster node without any requirement for user intervention.

Site recovery
Organizations need a business continuity and disaster recovery (BCDR) strategy that helps them 
keep workloads and data safe and available during planned and unplanned downtime, and that then 
lets them restore systems later, when conditions are back to normal.

Azure Site Recovery is an Azure service that contributes to your BCDR strategy. With Azure Site 
Recovery, you can continuously replicate Azure Stack HCI VMs to the cloud, fail them over if needed, 
and then even fail them back to Azure Stack HCI as part of your recovery process.

Learn more about backing up Azure Stack HCI VMs with Azure Backup Server, and learn more about 
the fundaments of Azure Site Recovery.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NoyCtEQpCdk
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/hci/manage/azure-arc-enabled-virtual-machines
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/backup/back-up-azure-stack-hyperconverged-infrastructure-virtual-machines
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/site-recovery/#overview


Enjoy new workloads and benefits
The November 2021 feature update for Azure Stack HCI brings several of the most popular 
workloads from Azure into Azure Stack HCI, including Azure Virtual Desktop, Kubernetes 
integration, and more.

Azure Virtual Desktop for Azure Stack HCI (currently in preview2)
With the rapid shift to hybrid work, businesses are increasingly turning to virtual desktop 
environments as an efficient way to support remote users. With the integration of Azure Virtual 
Desktop—Microsoft’s flexible cloud-based VDI—and Azure Stack HCI, IT administrators can now 
create a full Windows 10, Windows 11, or Windows Server desktop-virtualization environment that 
can be accessed on any device, with sessions hosted on premises.

This streamlined, efficient, and low-latency solution provides an exceptional UI experience for users 
and simplifies management and support for organizations.

For employees, Azure Virtual Desktop provides a consistent and familiar personalized desktop that 
is optimized for Windows 10, Windows 11, and Microsoft 365. Companies can also streamline device 
management with “bring-your-own-device” (BYOD) policies, which allow workers to use their own 
preferred devices to access work desktops and applications over any internet connection.

Because all Azure Virtual Desktop sessions are hosted in the on-premises datacenter, employees 
also benefit from a better user experience through lower latency. RDP Shortpath, a feature of Azure 
Virtual Desktop, helps improve performance by allowing client devices to broker sessions directly 
with the Azure Virtual Desktop session hosts. This direct connectivity reduces the dependency 
on the Azure Virtual Desktop gateways, improves the connection’s reliability, and increases the 
bandwidth available for each user session.

For IT, administrators can view all components on the same management plane, and they can easily 
create and manage Azure Virtual Desktop sessions on an Azure Stack HCI cluster. In addition, IT staff 
can support multiple users on a single VM. That can greatly reduce the number of VMs required, in 
addition to system-resource overhead costs, while still providing the same resources to all end users. 
And because Azure Virtual Desktop is a managed service, organizations don’t need to deploy a VDI 
themselves or have the burden of upgrading infrastructure.
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Security from host to edge
Azure Virtual Desktop for Azure Stack HCI offers multilayered security features. Because user 
sessions are virtual, nothing is saved to the client device after a user signs out, which means data is 
better protected if the device is lost or stolen.

On the host side, Azure Stack HCI–validated hardware provides consistent secure boot, UEFI, and 
TPM settings out of the box. Windows Defender Device Guard firmware protects against malware 
attacks by preventing unauthenticated, unsigned, and unauthorized programs and operating 
systems from loading onto a device. Windows Defender Credential Guard uses VBS to isolate 
information that must be protected, so only privileged system software can access it.

Providing the workplace of the future
Azure Virtual Desktop for Azure Stack HCI is suitable for nearly any remote desktop 
situation, including:

• Hybrid employee workplaces. Remote and onsite workers can work on a familiar Windows 
desktop with Microsoft 365 apps, no matter where they are located.

• Hospitals and doctors’ offices. Clinicians can quickly pull up patient records by signing in to 
a virtual desktop on a device in any location in the clinic. Even large image files can be viewed 
immediately, because they are stored in an on-premises datacenter.

• Retail businesses. Stores can set up point-of-sale (POS) systems to run virtual desktops with 
apps already installed. Salespeople can access payment and other apps from their POS stations 
directly, with low latency for speedy transactions.

With low-latency performance, enhanced security features, and a streamlined deployment and 
management experience, the possibilities for Azure Virtual Desktop are nearly limitless.

Learn more about Azure Virtual Desktop for Azure Stack HCI.
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https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-virtual-desktop/hybrid-cloud-meets-hybrid-work-with-azure-virtual-desktop-for/ba-p/2912191


Azure Kubernetes Service on Azure Stack HCI
Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) automates running containerized applications at scale. AKS makes 
it quicker and easier to get started hosting Linux and Windows containers in your datacenter. That’s 
partly why AKS is the fastest growing service in Azure Cloud Services.3 In response to this demand, 
Azure is continuously delivering new management functionalities and support for new versions of 
Kubernetes. Now, Azure Stack HCI lets you run the entire control plane for AKS on premises in your 
HCI cluster with the same, convenient Azure experience that you already know.

AKS simplifies on-premises Kubernetes deployment by providing wizards for setting up Kubernetes 
and essential add-ons for Azure Stack HCI. The service lets you deploy containerized apps at scale to 
Kubernetes clusters running across the Azure Stack HCI cluster. You can scale up or down by adding 
or removing nodes to the Kubernetes cluster, and the service lets you provide automatic updates for 
your Kubernetes deployment.

In addition, you can access popular Azure services through Azure Arc–enabled Kubernetes. For 
example, you can make use of integrations like GitOps for continuous innovation and deployment. 
This capability offers the same push-button experience that you experience in the cloud, but for 
your on-premises HCI deployment.

Once you’ve set up AKS on premises and created a Kubernetes cluster, you can manage and monitor 
your Kubernetes infrastructure easily from the Azure portal. You can also manage your Kubernetes 
clusters with other Azure services including Azure Monitor, Azure Policy, or role-based access 
control (RBAC).

Alternatively, you can use any of the many open-source tools, such as Kubectl, to deploy applications 
to a Kubernetes cluster, manage cluster resources, troubleshoot, and view running applications. All 
of these tools work with Kubernetes clusters deployed with AKS on Azure Stack HCI.

Learn more about Azure Kubernetes Service on Azure Stack HCI.
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-stack/aks-hci/overview


Azure hybrid by design
The November 2021 feature update delivers 
several innovative new features to improve 
simplicity, increase performance, and expand 
capabilities in Azure Stack HCI.

GPU pools help you deliver a better 
experience without resorting to 
overprovisioning. Network ATC greatly 
simplifies configuration and management of 
virtual NICs across clusters. And multi-cluster 
monitoring lets you view all your resources 
from a single pane of glass.

You can provision and manage cluster VMs 
directly from the Azure portal, and more 
easily back up Azure Stack HCI hosts and 
individual VMs using Azure Backup. In 
addition, Azure Virtual Desktop lets you host 
desktop-virtualization environments 
on premises.

These are just a few of the new capabilities 
introduced in the November 2021 feature 
update for Azure Stack HCI, and this is 
only the beginning. An Azure Stack HCI 
subscription model automatically offers you 
continuous innovation through regular, free 
updates that you can deploy as needed, as 
soon as they are available, through Windows 
Admin Center or your preferred 
management tool.

To get started or to learn more about the 
latest feature updates, visit the Azure Stack 
tech community blog.
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Jump-start your Azure Stack
HCI deployment

If you’re beginning your HCI journey, 
you can simplify your Azure Stack HCI 
deployment by deploying a preconfigured 
solution from a Microsoft hardware partner. 
For example, StorageReview tested an 
integrated system from one of Microsoft’s 
solutions partners. Based on the testing, 
the solution received the StorageReview 
Editor’s Choice award for 2021. The award 
was based on the solution providing 
deployment simplicity, manageability, and 
outstanding performance.

See the StorageReview article for the 
full story.

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-stack-blog/what-s-new-for-azure-stack-hci-at-microsoft-ignite-2021/ba-p/2897222
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-stack-blog/what-s-new-for-azure-stack-hci-at-microsoft-ignite-2021/ba-p/2897222
https://www.storagereview.com/review/dataon-azs-6224-azure-stack-hci-review
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1  Based on Microsoft internal testing.
2  As of date of publication in November 2021.
3  Based on Microsoft internal data.
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